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Attention!
win be dismissed today at 10:6* a.m. in order that
f.'ieiUty and Htudc-nta may participate In the Inaugural ceremonies. Thursday evening classes will meet aa usual.
OIHM

Fifth President . . .
DR. WILLIAM F. O'DONNELL

Dean Of Teacher's College
Today's Keynote Speaker
Dr. John H. Fischer, dean of Teachers College, Columbia University, delivered the keynote address this afternoon at the inauguration of Robert R. Martin aa the sixth president of Eastern Kentucky
State College.
Dr. Fischer was born and University; and the LL.D. degree
educated in Baltimore, Maryland, from Morgan State College and
and was graduated from Balti- Goucher College.
more City College and Towson
He joined the staff of Baltimore
State Teachers College. He holds Puollc Schools in 1930 as an elethe B. S. degree from John mentary teacher and has served
Hophins University; the M. A. aa a Junior high teacher, viceand Doctor of Education degrees principal, principal, director of atfrpm Teachers College. Columbia tendance and child guidance, as-

SiStont superintendent in general
administration, d e p u ty superintendent, and superintendent of
public Instruction.
On September 1, 1959. he became the dean of Teachers College
st Columbia University.
He is currently serving as vicechairman of the Educational
Policies Commission; the Board of
Visitors and Governors of St.'
John's College; the Visiting Committee for the Graduate School of
Education; Harvard University;
the Research Advisory Committee
with the U. S. Office of Education; and on the editorial advisory
board of the World Book Encyclopedia.

CONGRATULATIONS AND WELCOME
The Progress staff extends to President Robert Martin our warmest congratulations upon his
inauguration as Eastern's sixth president, and to Mrs. Martin, our official hostess?we would like to say
an affectionate "welcome".
To the many delegates and visitors attending the inauguraUon, we extend greetings- We hope
that your visit with us will be a pleasant one, as you share with us the joy and the promise of greatness of this event

Inaugural
Ceremonies Held
This Afternoon

"Neither the Eastern of the
past nor the Eastern of the present will be adequate to the demands of the future," said Robert
R. Martin, as he was installed today as the sixth president of 54year old Eastern Kentucky State
College in ceremonies at Hiram
Brock Auditorium in Richmond.
In his presidential address, following the administering of the
oath of office by Robert B. Bird,
Chief Justice of the Kentucky
Court of Appeals, President Martin said: "On this 17th day of
November in the year of our
Lord, 1960, I highly resolve to use
whatever ability God gave me,
coupled with the training which
I received at Eastern and elsewhere, to the end that Eastern
may serve and to the end that
Eastern may continue to develop,
a vision of greatness1."
The ex-commissioner of finance
in Kentucky spoke to an audience
of approximately 2,500, Including
140 delegates from colleges and
^universities throughjsjtJJie United
^States.
' T
This was the second time lit as
many days that Dr. Martin has
dealt with the theme of "vision,"
as concerned with the future
greatness projected for Eastern.
In this respect, Dr. Martin said,
"Certainly, if we are to attain a
vision of greatness, which is habitual with the faculty, with the
students and with the people
whom Eastern serves, we must
give attention- to the situation in
which" '** tfrjr flonretves ML • the
world. We'^Cmot escape the tremendous tensions that test our
times."
Martin's inauguration marked
the first time a president has been
formally inaugurated at Eastern
since 1928 when he* foifrth leader,
H. L. Donovan, becaume president. Dr. W. F. O'Donnell, the
fifth administrator, was not Inaugurated, due to the outbreak
of World War II.
Dr. John H. Fischer, dean of
Teachers College, Columbia University, delivered the inaugural
address. Speaking on the subject,
"Are Leaders Necessary," Fischer said that a leader's principle
accomplishment Mes in what has
been achieved by those he has influenced and even more in what
they have become than in what
they have produced.
"In this ceremony today," he
said "we mark the entry of a
well qualified and dedicated man
into an honored and demanding
office." "But," he continued, "if
he is to render the leadership of
which he is capable, those with
whom he works have their own
obligation to observe." "Not only
the President," he added, "but
everyone else who Is a part of this
college should use this occasion
as an act of dedication for himself as well."
Governor Bert T. Combs invested Martin with the presidential
seal and greetings were offered
from: Don Axsom, president of
the student council, from the
students; Clark E. Farley, president of the alumni association,
from the alumni; William L.
Keene, professor in the English
department, from the faculty:
William F. O'Donnell, presidentemeritus of Eastern from the
past administration; Frank
Dickey, president of the University of Kentucky, from the delegates; Wendell P. Butler, state
superintendent of public instruction, from the Board of Regents,
and Governor Combs, from the
Commonwealth of Kenucky.
The Invocation was asked by
the Reverand Robert J. Laughlin,
pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church of Frankfort, and the benediction by Reverand Charles B.
Whitman, pastor of the First
Methodist Church, Paulding, Ohio.
A brass quartet led by Nicholas
Koenlgsteln, provided the Inaugural fanfare, and Brown E.
Telford, at the organ, played UM
processional.
Miss Frances Marie McPherson,
of the faculty, read the 150th
Psalm.
Luncheon for Delegates
Earlier at 11:30 a.m.. Dr. Donovan addressed the 140 delegate*
at the luncheon for delegates from
colleges and universities.
"Dr. Martin is coming to th«
presidency of this institution." he
said, "with the best preparation,
the schools, colleges, and uniy
allies of this nation could
him."
Dr. Donovan, who served 1\
1928 to 1941 as Eastern's fo
president, and, in 1934. confei
the A. B. degree upon Dr. Martin,
told the sixth Eastern leader,
"From your predecessors, you
have inherited man* traditions, a
beautiful campus many excellent
buildings, a good library, a faculty
of scholars, and a large student
body of intelligent young men,
(Caatinued On Fa** Haras)
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A Glorious Past—A Greater Future

PRINCIPAL SPEAKERS

Published etch Thursday during: the fall and spring semesters.
Entered as second-class matter at the post office In Richmond,
Kentucky.
Member of A««octated Collegiate Press

(Editor's Nop* The following is a portion of an eight page feature
article which appeared in the November issue of the "Kentucky School
Journal." Additional "copies of the entire article have been printed
and are being circulated to Eastern's alumni by the administration.)
Fifty-four years, and six presidents, have taken Eastern Kentucky
State College from that day In 1906 when its doors were first opened.
Two world wars and hundreds of scientific and technological developments have revolutionized the lives of the people served by Eastern.
The college was born out of The leaders answer this with aft
conflict, a conflict that called for emphatic "yes." Their reasons for
precedent-shattering action by the thts viewpoint are to be found on
1006 Kentucky Legislature. De- the next few pages. Examine them
Signed primarily to train qualified and you, too, may gain the vision
teacher* for the public schools of of a tHtofre Vised opon a strong
the state, It has reacted to the background and present efforts at
demand for even broader purposes improvement.
of service to the people of Its service area.
Now, the look is to the future.
With a new president, a man with
the vision' of the needs of the
future, the Institution is looking
in that direction. Evidence points
to a doubling of enrollments during the decade of the sixties,
Fountain - Luncheonette
creating multiple problems of
Prescriptions
adequate facilities and staff.
Eastern has made its contribuFREE DELIVERY
tion"'to Kentucky, particularly to
the southeastern section of the
state where it has special service
7 A.M. to 7 P.M.
responsibilities. It has had truly,
a "glorious past." The opportuniPhones 244 & 245
ties for future service are "scintili
i
ii
lating." There remains only the
fulfillment of dreams and plans to
make it so.
■BHHH|H«aMHMRsHMi
Can this public institution for
higher education withstand the
pressures applied by this rapid
growth in demand for services?
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BURD'S
Drug Store

VISION¥GREATNEST
It is not often that one can pause to examine the
Sreatness of an institution and then reflect upon the Inuence of one man upon its greatness. Thus, today's
inauguration is unique in that it provides such an opportunity.
The presidency of Eastern has traditionally been
the residence of the top leaders in Kentucky education,
and Dr. Robert Martin is certainly no exception. His
success as State Superintendent of Public instruction'
and hi* devotion to the ideals of Better education is
wall-known throughout the commonwealth.

A resurrection plant is a small
moss-like herb, found In Texas
and Mexico. After the seeds have
ripened it dries up into a brownish
gray globe. But when the dried
plant nr moistened, the branehc*
and leaves unfold and become
greerloh. They assume for a time,
the appearance of a growing plant
and therefore seem to have been
"lesiitrected."

Since his appointment last spring as presidentelect, we here at Eastern have seen the promise of a
dynamic administration. Problems have been clearly
recognized and steps have been taken to correct them.
Trie tremendous amount of dormitory construction to
relieve our crowded housing conditions and the expansion of the faculty to insure Eastern's continued high
quality of teaching are but two of President Martin's
recent contributions to the college.

KATIES
Baby Shop

Wo Specialize in Infant's
and Children's Wear
& Maternity Complete.
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Why Go to Town?

Eastern and its administration realize that we are
at a crossroad, ready to move forward and serve the
Commonwealth. Our primary obligation as an institution of higher learning is to train future leaders for the
nation and state.

Gas Up With UsI
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College Service Station

Be believe that President Martin can help fulfill the
greatness of Eastern.

Across from Memorial Hall

COLLINS DRUG STORE
PRESCRIPTIONS
Free Delivery: 7:30 A. M. to 8:00 P. M.
y.
PHONE ??

WAYMAN'S
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pPELfc'S

DEP'T.

STORES
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SUBWAY RESTAURANT

"The Bargain City of the Blue Grass"!
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FIRST & MAIN
IF YOU'RE ON A DIET, DON'T
COME IN
BECAUSE WE FILL YOU TO
YOUR CHIN

PRAYER AT THANKSGIVING

EVANS C. SPURLIN

by Charles W. Semonls

REAL ESTATE BROKER

Now in November, crucible of time,
We come on bended knee, Dear Lord, to Thee.
So mindful now are we of salt and thyme
With which the year—this fleeting ecstacy—
Is seasoned well.

This instant in Thy Hand

Private and Auction Sales
PHONES: 858 — 894
OFFICE — 127 W. IRVINE STREET •

Our strange, exquisite wonder and we bow

i When a dress shirt's too formal;
a sport shirt's too casual,
it's the right time for

HAVERFORD "417"
tyVAN HEUSEN*
in wash-and-wear Vantage cotton

Before Thy Throne. The rich, bestowed land
Gives evidence of Thy greayk'ndness now
And, awed, we strive to phrase our gratitude.
Ah, Light and Mystery and Love, each need

Richmond Office Equipment

We felt is now, in this blest interlude.

"School and Office Supplies"

Provided for by Thee. So, free of greed
And pride for this one moment, willfully

PHONE 2473

We kneel In curious humility.

h

South Third Street

SENIOR POLICIES
1933-34
(Editors Note: While going through some old files on the campus,
Mrs Emma Y. Case, D*an of Women, found this statement made by
President Robert R. Martin in a book called Senior Policies. She submitted the article to the Progress office for publication.)
SENIOR CLASS
1933-1034
This Senior Class proposes to observe all the traditions made by
former graduating classes, and to observe all the traditions of Eastern.
We will observe Senior Day. and try to contribute our part to add
to its significance.
.-,... ._
...
. - We will publish • "Milestone" that will be a milestone in the
progress of Eastern's nuWIcations.
We will do our part In keeping Easterns campus the beauty spot
that it is, and plant a tree as our part in maintaining its beauty.
We will leave to Eastern a permanent gift as a mere token in
recognition of what has been done for us. and pledge ourselves to
maintain a true Eastern spirit, now while on the campus, and after
we have left our beloved Alma Mater.
Robert R. Martin
President, Senior Class 1933-34
-II
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A GOOD PLACE TO EAT!

SWEET SHOP
North Second Streot

MADISON LAUNDRY
And CLEANERS
COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND

STUDENTS!

Traveler

CLEANING SERVICE —
Van Heusen smartly solves the eternafceotatiee ef what

Celanese Arnel Printed Jersey

Have Photographs Finished from

ftuy oare Amel Jersey print with Uny stand-up collar with removable bow
tucked blouse section . .regulation short sleeves
. . . VL zipper back opening. Skirt is lay-In pleated all around.
Brown/Black; Blue/Black; Qreen/Black in sixes 12 - 30.
12.S*

I

'JUIMLI

Richmond, Ky.

LET ONE CALL DO IT ALU
1 HOUR — 1 DAY SERVICE

your Milestone Picture!

WHEN REQUESTED — NO
EXTRA CHARGE!
«

ELDER'S

STANIFER'S STUDIO

Richmond's Family Store
Since 1893

MAIN STREET

ii

PHONE 39

SANITONE

LICENSEE

Third and Water Streets

to wear linear a aoort cost with this neatly cheeked,
mutely (haded shirt of Vantage cotton oxford. New
shorter button- down collar can be worn with
or without a tie, as the occasion demands.

$5.00,

,
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EASTERN: PAST - PRESENT - AND FUTURE
Prepared by Charles Klonne & SaMdra Nunneiy
This article was prepared through the assistance of Jonathon T.
Dorris, curator of Eastern's museum. The material and data comes
from Mr. Dorrls's Book "Three Decades of Projres*.''
Eastern is now on the threshold of a great and brilliant future".
Each educational institute has deep roots Irt a town or city. Some
have been transplanted many times, such as U. K. Others have remained as established Institutes for hundreds of years, such a*
Harvard. Eastern is a young school, but one with a rich heritage.
In the 19th century Madison County was a prosperous field for
education. Many schools found homes around Richmond and the Richmond area. One of these was Pres1>yterian College. The people In
Richmond wanted a college. The school would bring prestige and
more wealth to the town, this was the -beginning of Central University.
A school to be considered as one of the finest m the United States,
from here Eastern began. It began in abullding, now standing 6ft
campus, University Hall. Later on other buildings were added, but'
the foundation had been laid for the future.

ChariceHor .Blah ton helped Central University through critical years.
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left, and whether the University did not need a hospital corps with Its
military unit. And again when it la related that, after such a victory
as that In football over Centre College in 1893, the students simply
"took the city of Richmond "- -the citizens apparently very willing •nd gave such a demonstration that college halls and town shops and
•tore* reverberated for days with triumphant shouts over the "Battle
•I Lexington," one appreciates something of the spirit of Central Unlllrersity which was so often vociferously expressed in the full virility of
young manhood.
Consolidation Of Centre And Central
In 1901 the funds of Central University had run low, though It
had many students here. The same vear though Centre College had
funds its student body became quite small. So the proper and Inevitable result followed: Central University and Centre College buildings at Danville. Kentucky, and to be operated under the joint and
equal auspices of the Northern and Southern Presbyterian Churches.
Two stormy meetings of the Alumni Association were held In the
chapel of University Hall. Governor McCreary presided over the flrst
meeting. It lasted all night and until sunrise the next morning. The
contest was a parliamentary one. The opponents of consolidation
were led by the late R W. Miller, the circuit judge, W R Shackelford
and J. A. Sullivan, resident regent. The preachers who led the consolidationists were no match for the opponents. It was evident that a
majority of the gathering favored consolidation and the opponents
sought delay so as to get fuller information and give the people of
Madison time to think and to act and if possible prevent the closing

Central Founded
Before the Civil War of 1861-1865 the Presbyterian Church, U.S.A.,
divided on the question of slavery. The Southern members of the Ge»eral Assembly U.S.A. seceded from the Assembly and met and organized
the Presbyterian Church U.S.
By seceding from the General Assembly of their church the courts
held that the Presbyterian Church, U. S., commonly called Southern Presbyterian, had tost all right of control or legal interest L
Col. W. C. P. Breckinridge and Dr. L. H. Blanton were appointed a
in Centre College, Danville, Kentucky. The Southern Presbyterians committee to represent the consolidated university and Judge A, R\
then resolved to found a university which would be under the auspices Burnam, then on the appellate bench, and J. A. Sullivan were appointed
of the Southern Presbyterian Church.
to represent the donors opposed to consolidation, who resided In MadiAs money was the chief difficulty m founding a university, the son County, in an effort to reach a settlement. Two meetings were
Southern Presbyterians by advertisement In the public press proposed held in Col. Breckinridges office at Lexington, Kentucky, and a satisto locate the new university In that eligible community in Kentucky factory settlement was made whereunder most of the old C. U. campus
which would offer the most money to secure its location, and bids were and buildings were conveyed by the consolidated University to Walters
solicited. In this contest many places offered bids for the location, Collegiate Institute (named in honor of S. P, Walters) and organized
Including such places" as Paris, Winchester, Anchorage and Richmond to received the property conveyed to it. A Collegiate Institute of high
Richmond outbid all the rest by offering $112,000 and she was enable rank was opened and maintained by Walters Collegiate Institute. But
to do this by the late S. P. Walters authorizing the late Dr. Robert L. this Institute had no funds and there were several large buildings on
Breck to outbid all the rest and that he would put up the necessary the campus which were not used by the Institute, but had to be kept
money to make the bid good and valid.
in repair and insured: plus the campus grounds had to be maintained1.
Why was the school's name his death in April, 1909, John Grant
Money was also subscribed liberally by other Madison county men
"
and women, such as the late Dr. Moberly, D. F. Burnam and others but changed to Eastern Kentucky State Crabbe
was chosen to succeed him.
it waa the unlimited authority of S. P. Walters given to Dr. R. L. Breck Teacher's College?
For the third president. Thomas
In 1904 the teachers of Kentucky Jackson Coates was elected on
which secured the location of Central University m Richmond. While
members of all churches and those of no church subscribed liberally, yet took a definite and effective step September 5, 1916, to be followed
toward
developing sufficient senti- by Herman Lee Donovan In March,
over seventy-five per cent of the money was donated by the small
First Presbyterian congregation of Richmond, Kentucky. Some of ment to cause the General Assem- 1928
William Francis O'Donnell
them donated even too liberally when their means and the conditions bly to establish at its next session assumed the duties as fifth presiA permanent and adequate system dent on July l, 1941, and served
of those times are considered.
Dr. Robert L, Breck waa the real founder of Central University and of public normal schools. (At that until 1960.
became Its first chancellor. He was known as probably the ablest time, Kentucky was one of the two
The campus has grown in sice
minister In the Southern Presbyterian church and its only minister who states of the Union that did not and prestige under the Influences
maintain
a
system
of
State
Normal
could hold his owri in debate with Dr. Robert J. Breckinridge. Dr.
of these five men. From its modBreck surrounded himself as chancellor of the new university with Schools, those set up to train per- est beginning of 23.1 acres donated
sons
to
become
teachers.)
some of the most distinguished and efficient educators in Amerisa.
by Walter Collegiate Institute, the
His faculty was equal, man for man, to the faculty of the University
Much work and many confer- campus area proper and college
of Virginia and such Institutions of that day. Some of the faculty ences and conventions took place farm have grown until at present
were even more distinguished than those great universities had. But the following two years, and by they encompass 224.7 acres of wellit was not the salaries that brought them here but it was love of January, 1908, many bills were kept fertile soil.
church, of God and of the South that brought and retained them here. ready for the General Assembly
The University Building (Model
Courses Of College
But although the major plan was High
School) is the only original
The curriculum of the college was rather limited. Latin, Greek, favorable to the group, the State's building standing. (The gymnamathematics, logic, physics, English, rhetoric, French, ethics, psy- funds were too low to completely sium burned in August, 1920, and
chology, chemistry, German, evidences of Christianity, mineralogy, build the school of schools.
Old Memorial Hall was demolished
and astronomy are listed hi the first catalog. Not until 1886 were
It then became apparent that and replaced by Beckham, Mcelectlves offered and then only in the last political science, commercial the city offering "the most" would Creary and Miller Halls.)
Sciscience, and beginning in 1892, military science. The degrees of Bachelor be chosen as the site. To many it ence Building, Keith Hall and Muof Arts and of Science were conferred at the outset, and in 1921 an appeared that Bowling Green would sic Building are the latest adarrangement was made to confer the degree of Bachelor of Letters be the choice since that city offer- ditions to the campus in 1952, 1954,
when English and history were substituted for Greek and part of the ed the State the plant of the South- and 1957, respectively.
mathematics and science. On the satisfactory completion of an ad- ern Normal School. However, there
The enrollment has increased
ditional years work and an acceptable thesis in any one of these three waa a worthy rival*—Richmond—
departments, the candidate received the Master's degree, providing for the State's facor because the from 500 to 3500 and the teaching
staff
from 30 to 110.
he had at least an average of eighty-five in his studies for the Bachelor"* plant of Central University was
Eastern was established as a
available here since the unification
degree. The customary honorary degrees were also conferred.
"Normal School" for the training
with Centre College In 1901.
Student Life
The students of Central University enjoyed privileges common to
The Richmond Commercial Club of teachers. The word "Teachers"
was
not finally dropped from the
college life at that time. The administration always manifested concern became very active then in securfor their spiritual and moral welfare. They were "required to attend ing the consent of Walters Collegi- name of the College until 1948.
dally morning prayers in the chapel, and public divine service W some ate Institute to offer the property Even since that time, the trainof the churches, at least once on each Sabbath." When parents dM not and the plant to the State without ing of teachers has continued to
indicate what church they desired their sons to attend, the faculty! cost, on condition that k teacher- be the major role of the College.
determined the choice. An early catalog states that the chancellor* training school be locateftM RichThis is her past; what is her
was expected to "give special attention to the religious wants ot lifts*' moodi As It turned out, MHhrhonri future?
students, preaching to them, and otherwise laboring for their good .<C\H offend; the plant,- a main college
The new president of Eastern

OP THE WeHT"

ANNE FRANCES —LLOYO NOLAN

SATURDAY AFTERNOON—1 Show Only—1:30 PM

In 1892 the societies formed an Inter-Society, wtth a constitution to
govern their relations, especially in literary contests and In the management of student publications. The training received in these activities
was very practical. The constitutions and by-laws of the three organizations were well prepared and comprehensive in their scope. The fines
for non-performance of duty were rather severe. A member, for example, who failed to subscribe in due time for one of the student publications was obliged to pay double the subscription price; and a business manager of this publication who failed to publish the name of an
expelled member of a society was fined three dollars for every omission.
Student fu What innIn 1883 the students began the publication of a monthly magazine
called the "Atlantis". It was to cooperate in the management of this
student enterprise that the literary societies and faculty contributions
as merited publication. On the whole, it was a very creditable magazine.
...
On February IS, 1897, appeared the first issue of the Central News,
a college weekly newspaper, usually of four, sometimes more, page*
It resembled yery closely the Eastern Progress now published on the
same campus. Apparently when the Central News began, the Atlantis
became more nearly what it was originally intended to be—"a magazine of college literature". The students printed the Central News on
their own press, which they operated on the campus.
By 1895 the senior class of the University was publishing a yearbook or annual, calfed the Cream and Crimson. It improved from year
to year In form and content, the last volumes being excellent.
There was the usual interest in athletics. It was not until the
school year 1889-90, however, that anything like a gymnasium waa
provided. This was a small two story brick building, the upper story
of which was fitted up as a gymnasium. The lower floor was used by
the Preparatory Department
During the early eighties social fraternities appeared. Chapters
of Zeta Sigma Nu, Sigma Alpha Epsilon were organized. Some other
student organizations were the Mandolin Club, the Athletic Association,
the Bicycle Club, the Ananias Club, the Cotillion Club, the Epicurean
Club, the Lawn Tennis Association, and the Students' Club.
Until 1883 students were obliged to depend entirely upon the good
will of the citizens of Richmond for lodging and meals. Members of
the faculty, of course, often shared their homes with students. In
1882 the synod, realizing the need for more satisfactory aceommodations, authorized the chancellor "to raise 115,000 to erect a dormitory
on the grounds of the University ..." By the opening of school the
next year a modern student home—for that time at least—costing,
with furnishings, about $20,000, was ready for use. The dormitory
was named Memorial Hall in commemoration of the hundred years of
service of the Presbyterian Church in the State.
College Life
Space forbids any lengthy account of "college Hfe" at Central.
Suffice it to say there were the usual variations in interest and excitement s»often concomitant with regular student activities. With literary
society and class rivalries, with spirit engendered by athletic contests,
with- friction occasioned by conflicts between "town and gown," and
with the natural exuberance of youth, the atmosphere of Richmond
was often saturated with such evidences of "college life" as were contmon to the last quarter of the nineteenth century. When It is related
that the colors of the sophomores were torn from the flagstaff oh
University Hall one morning in March, 1900, by the three other classes,
in spite of stubborn resistance, and that the colors of the seniors were
torn from the same high point on the following morning by freshmen
and Juniors, after they had overcome the valiant sophomores and
seniors, one wonders in what condition the building must have been

grandstand totaling 8100,000
these conditions.
On May 7, the Normal School
Commission met In Louisville to
consider ethe selection Of sites for
the two normal schools the State
-had decided to establish. (They
had previously visited all the cities
and were much impressed with
Eastern's "layout") Apparently
'the task was easy, and Bowling
Green and Richmond were chosen
for the locations.
Ruric Nevel Roark was elected
on June 2, 1908, to become the
first president of Eastern Kentucky State Normal School. At

day, has already Instigated the
construction of two' new dormitories, Case Hall for women and
Mattox Hall for men. Brocton, a
housing unit for married students,
a laboratory training school and
water tower are also products of
the" new administration. Other
dormitories are being planned to
house the 6000 student* predicted
to be enrolled here by 1970.
Transplanted tree's shade the
widened walks that the sons of
Eastern tread upon. When they
leave, they take the culture of a
school that has stood the rigors
of the changing years.

. ytfuf predecessors."
The president s reception In tie
Blanton House #111 follow the m(Continued from Pare OtW)
sWgtirai ceremonies. The Inaugural
BOH, wHJ» Jimmy Doney'e Orand women ... you will take It chestra providing muwic, Will be
from here," Fie eaid.
MM tonight in the student Union
"We are certain you will lead BuHHIng Beginning at 9 *m.. •tT
this institution on to new'heights
of glory and achievements," he
The National Cancer Institute
added, and further said, "If you' proposes to test the ginkfo tfee,
live but your life expectancy, t which dates back to prehistoric
predict you will double yotn* in* times, to determine whether It Has
heritance bequeathed you from any curative properties.
jl 1 I .
M^-yu^ajj
5=
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To you! An invitation for a complimentary
demonstration and free injtruction in
complexion care and individual make-up

and color Chart

Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio
MARY RUTH MCWHORTEK
450 Oak Street. Richmond, Ky.
Phone 347 for" A^dtfrmeWf
Studio hours °:3<fr a. «'. fO 5:30 0. rft.l

BUY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS , . .

NOVEMBER

SALE!

20%

DISCOUNT

TO ALL STUDENTS...
FACULTY AND EMPLOYEES . . .
ON ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE!

Longines, Hamilton, Silver, Norelco,
Ronson, Pearls, Bulova, Diamonds,
Speidel, Birthstone Rfntfs, Etffi,
Sunbeam, Tiirf6x, Remington, Benrus,
Schitik, Gruert — We sell ONLY
Nationally Known Famous Name
Brands . * . Tefms to Switl

KESSLER"S
R.crrmonrfs ONLY Cut-Kate
Jewelry
Guaranteed Jewelry and Watch Repair Service!
Just Check our Prices—See for Yourseff ...
Don't Buy, if not Convinced!

Next Door to Begley's

Phono 1244

-i-

SOME IMPORTANT DATES IN THE BISTORT OF
EASTERN KENTUCKY STATE COIAEGE
1908

1910
1916
1922
1925
1928

1930
1939
1941
1948

1960

On March 21, 1906, the law establishing the Eastern Kentucky
State Normal School was signed by.Governor J. C. W. Beckham.
On May 7. 1906. the Normal School Commission, meeting in
Louisville, selected Richmond as the site for the Eastern
Kentucky State Normal School.
On May 9, 1906. Governor J. C. W. Beckham appointed
Regents for the Eastern Kentucky State Normal School.
On June 2, 1909. Ruric Nevel Roark was chosen President of
the Eastern State Normal School.
On April 10, 1910, John Grant Crabbe was elected President.
On September 5. 1916, Thomas Jackson Coates was elected
President.
In 1922 Eastern became a four-year institution known as the
Eastern Kentucky State Normal School and Teachers College.
The first degrees were awarded in May, 1925.
On March 26, 1928, Herman Lee Donovan was elected President.
The College was accredited by the Southern Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools.
The Eastern Kentucky State Normal School was discontinued.
The graduate program was started at Eastern leading to the
Master of Arts in Education.
On April 4, 1941, William Francis O'Donnell wasr elected
President.
The Kentucky General Assembly removed the word "Teachers" from the name of the institution and gave the College
the right to grant non-professional degrees.
On April 13, I960; Robert R. Martin was elected President of
Eastern Kentucky State College.

SPiCfAL BUY. SAVE ON
EASY UP-KEEP SHIRTS!
PoMWy % Sniir Jomooroo triViosji with color,
WjM| savings row! Easy-care Antel rnocofate ana
C^tT^W lsvewff ... IrOrKF WOSflOS, oYfOS Rl O DTOOSO • • •

S»M 32 to 40.

$£ft
PENNEYS IS YOUR SANTA!
—4-

r

T— ~—!

!^H

Aerial view of Eastern shows csknpus Before recent building program.
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Meet Eastern s ^New First Family
Eastern's
6th President

Greets Visitors

ERECTED IN
IS NAMED IN 1

L.H.B1
lHAN,'

OR OF Cl •

lieo PL

.:.D BY BOA
1912 km HOM!
DENTS SIN
RENOVAT1

LUIGI'S

PIZZA

IF YOU WANT YOUR POOD DELIVERED
FREE!
Just Phone your Order to Loo-ee-gee (Luigi)

An estimated 1500 Eastern students, Richmond and Madison
County residents turned out tor
an open house given tonight by
President and Mrs. Robert R. Martin in the newly remodeled Blanton
House at Eastern, kicking off inaugural week activities here.
The Blanton House, named just
recently in honor of L. H. Blanton,
Chancellor of old Central University, formerly located here, has
been undergoing a complete renovation since Dr. Martin assumed
office as the sixth president of
Eastern on July 1st of this year.
President and Mrs. Martin moved
into the new home last weekend.
It was built in 1886 and has served
as the home of every president
since.
Faculty members, wives of the
faculty, and other persons with
special connection with the Blanton House through the years served
coffee to the overflow crowd that
filed through the house from 4
until 8 p.m.
This actually was a prelude to
the festivities leading up to Thursday's inauguration of Dr. Martin
as the sixth leader of 54-year- old
Ea8teran. Inauguration ceremonies are scheduled to begin Thursday afternoon at 2 p.m., EST.
The average January temperature In Santiago, Chile, is 69.3 degrees while for July it is 48.1 degrees.

SUNDAY — 4:00 P.M. -11:00 P.M.

The full name of the South
American nation of Brazil is
"Estados Unldos do BrasU" or
United States of Brazil.
I

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST

TRADITIONAL!

Phone 2737

NOW EAT THE BEST!

GOLDEN RULE CAFE

On December 27, 1910, Robert
In 1952, a busy statistician In
Richard Martin was born to Henry
the State Department of Educaand Annie Martin near McKinney,
tion in Frankfort met the State
Lincoln County, Kentucky.
Superintendent of Public InstrucBob was one of eight children.
tion; a matter of routine meeting
The Martins were a very close
that served to Introduce Eastern's
family, but being a farmer, Mr.
sixth president, Dr. Robert R.
Martin found it hard at times to
Martin, to bis charming wife.
give his children everything they
"Since meeting Bob, life has
wanted. Tragedy struck early and
been an endless avenue of memorone of the Martin children died.
able events," Mrs. Martin said
He attended two one-room
this week as she summed up in one
schools in Lincoln County, at Rowsentence her eight years of marland, and McCormlck's Church,
ried Hfe.
then grade and high school In
Mrs. Martin, the former Anne
Stanford, graduating In 1930. The
Hoge of Frankfort, Is the daughfamily, hurt greatly by the deter of Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hoge.
pression, moved that year to MadiShe attended old Science Hill Obson County and rented a farm
servatory in Shelbyville and grad-'
near Richmond, where he enrolled
uated from Wellesley, where she*
at Eastern, graduating four years
majored In economics.
, |
later with a bachelor's degree.
While In school, he worked during
The wife of Eastern's new prest- •
the summers, raising tobacco.
dent is known as a compulsive'
Starting his senior year. Martin
reader and a fine home-maker. I
Most of the cooking, except for.
moved to the men's dormitory on
large
dinners, will be done by Mrs.,
the campus and got a Job In the
Martin.
■■
■ ■
dorm office, paying $4 a week for
a 28-hour week.
^
Concerning her new home town,
Mrs. Martin says: "I like the comHenry was able to send 5 of his
munity and appreciate the warm'
7 remaining children to college.
friendships that have been exOut of the five, three of them
tended us." Mrs. Martin has,
were graduated from college. It
joined
the Richmond Woman's
wasn't always easy In college for
>
them. Little jobs of working- in EAGER TO ACCEPT with a smile the great responsibility and challenge facing them, are Bob Martin, Club.
The Martin's new home, the rethe dorms and other campus Jobs and the first lady, Anne. They have evidenced their desire to carry on the warm friendliness and sincere
cently remodeled and refurnished.
gave each a little more money. hospitality that has been traditionally Eastern.
Blanton House, will receive the
Bob's only aspiration was to make
loving care of expert attention
good so that he could help the rest
from Mrs. Martin. One addition
of the family.
to
the house will be stereo—"I like
Success didn't come at first, in
Dorsey and Miller, but Bob prefact, his first Job at teaching paid
him only $80.60 a month. After
The President's seal measures fers more serious music," she ex-;
plained.
Sardis High in Mason County disfour inches in diameter and is
Mrs. Martin says that being
continued, Bob stayed on as an
made
of
sterling
silver.
A
rope
with young people will be reelementary principal. In 1938, Bob
juvenating.
After getting settled
motif which borders the entire
became principal at Orangeburg,
Robert R. Martin, on the eve of his inauguration as the sixth
in their new home they plan to
where he remained until 1942.
seal
symbolizes
the
perpetuity
of
president of Eastern Kentucky State College, told a dinner gathering
have students visit. This is due',
Late in 1942, with the war raging of
faculty and members of the Board of Regents last night that "the man's quest for knowledge. Around to a deep desire to know the stuin Europe and Americans of all achievement
the perimeter appear the words: dents on a more personal basis.
of
a
new
level
of
greatness
for
Eastern
will
not
come
by
walks of life enlisting, he put easily or cheaply." The dinner was given by the Regents for the EASTERN KENTUCKY STATE
On teaching, Mrs. Martin ofaway his books and Joined the
COLLEGE PRESIDENT'S SEAL. fered this background: "Although
army. Bob served 41 months as a college faculty.
In the center of the seal a map I taught briefly as a substitute
"If
we
would
be
great,"
said
the
fall
of
1960,
we
had
3452,"
as
weather forecaster and technical
of the Commonwealth Is portrayed teacher, I always had trouble with
sergeant.
Martin, "we must expend intelli- he compared the great increase.
He paid tribute to the Board of with a star designating the proper discipline. Teaching Is not my
After being discharged from the gent effort as well as money."
location of the Institution at Richarmy, he went back to pick up "Ws may be overworked," he con- Regents who "have been willing to mond. Superimposed over the map field."
Mrs. Martin will make a charmwhere he had left off. Mason tinued, "we may be underpaid... meet often during the last several is the torch of knowledge. SurCounty offered him principalship we may be criticised, but if we months to promote the program rounding the central design of Com- ing addition to the life and acof Woodlelgh Junior High where are equal to the destiny of a great- of the college." "They nave con- monwealth and Torch are pre- tivity of Eastern, both on and off
he remained until the summer of er Eastern, we shall have our re- fidence In the future of Eastern," sented the qualities of a college the campus.
he said.
1947. Then he found an opening ward," he said.
president: VISION, INTEGRITY,
Because the Caspian Sea is] .
He also expressed his appreciain Beattyviile where he became
Speaking on the subject, "Our tion to W. F. O'DonneU and H. L. AND INDUSTRY.
gradually shrinking some fishing
principal of Lee County High
Mr. Gatwood designed the Seal/ villages along the 2,000-mile RusSchool.
" Dreams and Our Visions," the Donovan, past presidents of EastIt was made by Kentucky Balfour sian coastline now stand miles
The next summer he went to Eastern leader said, "We must
Company,
Louisville, Kentucky.
from water.
Frankfort as an auditor in the undergird our visions and our ern. "These men, who have guided
Department of Education. Feeling dreams with action because the the development of Eastern tor
most
of
the
years
of
its
existence,
The
last
continental
glacier,
In 1935 there were only 46 adult
that tremendous strides could be dreams of. men serve no purpohe
made In the educational depart- if dreams are stronger than the have been* a tremendous help to which only began to recede 30.000 trumpeter swans in the United, J
me
during
these
months,"
he
said.
years
ago,
compressed
and
lowerones
who
dream
them."
States.
Now, thanks to conservament, Bob decided to go into edu"Eastern is extremely fortunate," ed the earth's crust as much as tion, their numbers have grown,
He listed Eastern's immediate
cational research. Then, in July
of '51, he became the department problem as securing adequate hous- Martin concluded. "It has an earn- 600 feet in the .Great Lakes re- to 1.500.
/
ing and classrooms, "modern func- est Board of Regents. It has an gion. .
of finance director.
By sacrificing his vacation time tional buildings to last for the next able and learned faculty and a
large student body, seeking direcin the summer, he was able to century."
acquire a doctor's degree at the
''Far and away the most im- tion for an education. It finds itUniversity of Kentucky. He then portant problem," he said, "is the self at a time when the people of
went on to take a year, from June orje of attracting and keeping a the Commonwealth are more con1980 to June 1951, to attend superior faculty to continue to build cerned about improving the educational facilities than at any time
Columbia University, where he ob- a great college."
• «>
in Its long history...We can have
tained his doctor's degree in eduHe said that "our objectives, a great time together."
Invites you to
"FLAT - TOPS
cation. While there, he had the goals, and purpose must be conStep Out in
good fortune to work as an ad- stantly re-evaluated; our curricula
Trees growing along the bordministrative assistant to Dr. Paul must not be static, but dynamic."
styleOur SPECIALTY"
R. Mort.
ers of wood so r on streets are
President
Martin
announced
that,
struck
by
lightning
with
more
In 1951, Bob married a FrankUnderneath
fort girl, Ann Hoge, who since by 1970, Eastern would have be- frequency than those growing in
moving to Eastern is a great tween 6,000 and 7.000 students, "if a thick stand of trees.
GLYNDON HOTEL
we prepare for them," he said.
favorite of the student body.
101 S. First Street
"In 1950, we had 1432 students
Two-third of adult American's
Dr. Martin worked untiringly
with the committee that drafted on this campus," he stated. "In wear or use eyeglasses.
the needed foundation program for
education law and worked for its
enactment at the 1954 General
Assembly. In 1955, he decided to
try and run for State Supt. of
Public Instruction. He won the
election with an overwhelming,
majority. Last December, he was
appointed Commissioner of Finance by Governor Bert T. Combs
a position which he held through
June of 1960.
In 1956.' his alma mater. Eastern, rewarded him by making him
the recipient of the Outstanding
Alumnus rAward. Bob is also an
active member of the Masons and
Rotary and other organizations for
civic Improvement. He is also a
member of the Board of Managers
of Presbyterian Child Welfare
Agency, of the synod of Ky., and
GIFT SET 2.00
of the State Board of Directors of
the Young Men's Christian AsTr«v«f-ilz«
sociation. He has also served as
After Shave Lotion, Men's
a member of the Southern ReCologne. Stick Deodorant
gional Education Board since 1956
Then the call came from his old
school to come back and guide her
to a great future. When on Julv
1, 1960, William Frances O'Dtonnell reached the mandatory retireGIFT SET S.OO
ment of 70, Dr. Martin took office
After Shave Lotion. Meet's
as the sixth president of Eastern
Kentucky State College.
Stick Deodorant. Body Tekans.

President Martin and the Rrst Lady ...

President Martin Addresses FacultyRegents Dinner; Discusses Eastern's
'Dreams and Visions'

Eastern's Seal

GLYNDON
BARBER SHOP

DAVIS
Beauty Shop

Phone 1260

A WONDERLAND ...
OF TOP CHRISTMAS VALUES
FOR HIM . ..
FOR HER .

WHERE PEOPLE ARE FRIENDLY!
Home Cooked Meals

EASTERNS
FIRST LADY

Delicious Biscuits

Premier Showing . . .

"I AM A
DO C T O R"
A Film You Cannot Afford
To Pass Up!

Shampoo soe Men

GIFT SET 3.00

Purr

MONDAY,

about the
Purr-feet fit of

NOVEMBER 21st
730 P. M.

Little Theatre

ADMISSION

FREE!
Sponsored by Caduceus Club

After Shave Lotion. Smooth
Sh.ve. After Shave) Talcum

POST-GRAD
Slacks
Post-Grids »re traditionally
styled for those lithe, taporod
lines you've always had a yen
forl Smooth, plutless front; procuffed bottoms. At the smartest
college shops; in a host of washable fabrics from (4.96 to S8.8S.
Fer colorful 17' i 22*
Mountaineers poster—
send 2Sc to H'I<S, Deal. CD,
J30 Fifth ««., N.Y. 5.
For set of 6 posters
(6 different sports)
send (ISO.

KITTEN
BRITCHES
by

Joe Collins

P«0 EltCTKIC
STICK
Belere Shave tetlea DfODORANT
1.00 and .40
1.00
Prices plus lai except on Smooth Shave and Pra-EKctrlc Seane Shaw leave j

SS M U UT O M

designed for giving..
new Faberge Cologne Quartette
TIGRESS & FLAMBEAU SET
OUARTETTE. JR., SET
SHOP FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS AT

ELIZABETH'S

CORNER 2ND & MAIN

—

5.50
3.75

All Gift Items
Beautifully Gift Wrapped
At No Extra Cost

( &9*9'* )
PHONES — 665 • 667

WALGREEN AGENCY DRUG STORE
—
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CAMPUS NEWS NOTES
Band Party

SNEA

After the game Saturday afternoon, Eastern's "Marching Maroons'• played host to the Morehead
band with a coke and doughnut
party in the Music building.
this marked the first time the
Msrehead band had over marched
at a football game away from
home. Also, no other band has
ever visited them during any football season. During the party It
was decided that next year when
Morehead plays host to the Big
"m", the "Marching Maroons"
would return the visit and perform at Morehead .

The Student National Education
Association held its regularly
scheduled monthly meeting on
November 8, in the Little Theatre
in the S.U.p. It was a business
meeting and a film was shown
afterward.
The organisation voted at that
time to hold the annual Christmas
party in the little gymnasium durn.g the week before Chrst.mas
vacation.
They ahto decided to participate
in Professional Day that will be
held on the campus Monday
November 21. Professional Day
acquaints the students who plan

NOVBMWR IS "GET ACQUAINTED MONTH" AT
RICHMOND'S NEWEST DRUG STORE!

110

BlCHmAvt

PHONC 3141

Just across from Colonel Drive-In
Newest designs of American Greeting Cards,
All Varieties.
FREE PARKING & DELIVERY

TOUCH E'

to become teachers with ths problems and opportunities in their
field.
The meetings on that day will
be held in the Little Theatre, and
rooms 201 and 102 of the Student
Union Building;.

TYPOGRAPHIXAL EROS
by DAVE ADAMS

Trip Planned
Saturday, November 19 Nick
Koenigstein's "Marching Maroons" will travel to Ashland to
Ashland to perform at the game
between Eastern and Marshall.
This is the second trip the band
has made this year. They performed at the Weetm game on
October 28. The show will consist of several precision drills
similar to those presented during
halftime of the Morehead game.

Physics Club

Harold Robinson

RECITAL

The public is invited to hear a
bassoon recital by Harold E. RobSpeaking
tine- to the Physics Club isonA woodwind instructor at Eastlast Tuesda
day was Dr. Howard of em, Monday, November 21, in the
the Math Department. Her enjoy- choir room of the Foster Musi*
able speech is typical of the fine Building at eight o'clock. Mr. Robprograms put on by the Physics ison studied bassoon with Prof.
Club at their semimonthly (1st. Lawrence Intravaia at West Virand 3rd. Tuesday) meeting. The ginia University. This is the first
officers for this year (purposly bassoon recital ever presented at
omitted by the Progress for a Eastern College.
Mr. Robinson received. wHh honprevious release) are: President,
David Adams; Vice-Presldent, ors, a Bachelor of Music Degree
Gary Blount; and Secretary, Don in Music Education, and was the
Dix. The club sponsor to Dr. J. Q. recipient of a graduate assistantBlack, head of he Physios De- ship in theory at thaf school. Work
partment. Anyone Interested in for a Muster of Music in History
physics may Join the olub by at- of Music Degree was completed" in
June, 1960.
tending the meetings.
While at West Virginia University, Mr. Robinson was f intt bassoonist with the University-Community
Symphony. Orchestra, a member of
Fellowship, in work, play, and the Music Educators National Condedication is the feature of the ference, president of Phi Mu AJpna
S p e cial-"No Sultcasing"-Dlsctple Slnforia. fraternity, and conductor
• . .
Student Fellowship Program for of a church, choir.
He has appeared as soloist,. rethis weekend. A work day will be
citaiist.
anc>
lecturer
on
numerous
held on Saturday from 8:00 to
4:00. D.S.F.ers will work doing occasions, and was the double reed
odd jobs and the proceeds will be instructor at Foster Music Camp
applied toward the mission goal. two years before joining the EastAfter the work day at five o'olock em faculty.
Mr. Robinson, accompanied by
a cookout will be held at the cUv
park. On Sunday morning, D.S. Landis Baker of the music faculty,
•will
perform the following proF.'ets wishing to do so win place
ihsir student membership in the gram:
Allegro Spiritoso—Senaille
JHist Christian Church. After the
Concerto in B-flut Mozart
6:00 supper Sunday night, Mr. J.
Solo de Concert—Plerne
W. Stocker vtll speak on "The
Sonata for Bassoon and Piano—
Place of the D.S.F. in the New
Church." Everyone is invited Saint-Saeiis
Sonata for Bassoon and Piano—
participate in any or all of these
IV Fast—Etler
sessions.

Have you ever been reading an article and come upon a typograxxph reading and come upon a typographical error that Interupted
your trane train of thought? Typically, you may be reading when
is suddenly transposed a letter a word or a sentence. Or perhaps a
complete is left out. Sometimes mispelings or bad spacing can cause
odd things to come out such as the "Mrs. Dawn who married the
Farmer Miss Little" or "as Quaker sex press it." Perhaps a man
might be referred to as a woman and credited with a Home Economics
prize, or the participants of a verbal battle are yelling "You're Another" before the Insults. A criminal can go free or a question left
un-, In some extreme cases.
Things of this nature can be especially distracting in a humor
column, where a joke might hinge on the spelling or unspelling of a
word. That is why I am especially grateful for the fine cooperation
of the editors, typists, linotype operators, and proof readers of the
Progress in the vain attempt to stamp out mistakes. (One thing I'm
especially happy for is the fact that as of yet this year, a part of
another column has not been Gxlpd MORE ALUMNI NEWS.
Friends of Ziggie Capone, Class of '32. will be glad to hear that
he has recently returned from Georgia, where he spent 3 years in the
road construction business. His specialty was manipulation of a uniwheeled load transporter. Ziggie is curious as to the whereabouts of
his wife, the former Oirgie Slun nick, class of 32. and their three children : Herbie, class of 65, Belvedere class of 70, and Ziggillene, class of
71. He hasn't seen them since he was sent up.
Durward Keronacclas s of '56,wa s recently made director of the
State Hospital for the Mentally Retarded. Durward is well-qualified
for the job having acquired his Doctorate in Paper-Pasting from the
hospital. As is often said, "It takes one to know one. you darn fool."
Republican Alumni will be horrified to learn that a Democrat
raised the school flags on the day after the national election. The
flag of the United States was flying with renewed vigor, but the flaj
of Kentucky was flying upsidedown —a signal of distress.

McGORD'S JEWELRY

DSF (Weekend)

___

ROYAL

ONE

HOUR

WELCOMES
STUDENT ACCOUNTS!

Bob's Special Shopper and .Miss Richmond contestant, Gail Shivel, is shown starting her Christmas
Shopping, for her Herschel. This„bujky knit sweater
has caught her eye. . *
Gail cays, "Girls, it's BOB'S for Herschel's Gift
this Christmas."

—

ONE HOUR CLEANERS
2ND AT IRVINE

USE OUR LAY-AWAY!

ae

HJIMI-I

Filters for
flavor

*
•

PHONE 1498

• ALTERATIONS
• DYEING
• RRWEAVING
• 'CLEANING
• PRESSING

■

■

TUESDAY SPECIAL!
Featuring
COL SANDERS RECIPE

%

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
French Fries or Mashed Potatoes,

China, Silver, Watches, Diamonds
FREE ENGRAVING

Cole Slaw, Biscuits and Gravy

McCORD'S JEWELRY
Phone 43

FOR THE LADIES!
SWEATERS & SKIRTS
Mix or Motch!
39c EACH — 3 FOR SI .00

ROYAL

THE COLONEL DRIVE IN
INC.

CHARGE IT!

ins
»■

Bob's Men's Shop

URANCE
Richmond, Kentucky

GENERAL
McKee Building

COME IN... MAKE YOU SELECTION
ANY JUST SAY:

BJS

Ttt

BURNAM AND HARBER

ON YOUR PURCHASES WHILE YOU WAIT

SPECIALS!

FRRK MOTHPROOFING by RANEX PROCESS OB all GARMENTS

L. H. Ml NTH

FINEST QUALITY IN

Monday—Tuesday—Wednesday
BOB'S NEW LOOK!

W. O. HARBER

You don't need a little cap with a belt in the back, or
What, no sports car cap? knowledge
£**&.
of some esoteric automotive jargon to enjoy
a Corvette. All you need is a desire to own a car that is designed for your use personally. This is no station
wagon, no family sedan, this is your car and nobody else's. It is the ultimate development of a fine car that
has known five years of unparalleled success in the maelstrom of sports car competition, and yet it can be
tailored to your personal tastes—even if you don't know a tappet from a teapot.
Push-button door handles, inside door locks and a side-view mirror are some of the Corvette conveniences you don't get on most other sports cars. You also have a wide choice of power teams—ranging
from the standard 230-horsepower engine (which can be matched with Powerglide* to delight the boulevardier) to the swashbuckling Fuel Injection* V8 with four-speed close-ratio transmission.* Talk it over
with your dealer. Whatever version you decide on, you're in for the greatest adventure of your driving career!

'61 CORVETTE BY CHEVROLET

-finest flavor by far!

j

i

HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:

Tareyton has the taste-

Dual Filter
does it!
,

1. It combines a unique jflnef fitter at ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...
definitely proved to make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth...
2. with a pure white outer filter. Together they select and balance
the flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton's fHver-seUnee gives
you the best taste of the best tobaccos.

s

NEW DUAL FILTER

V JCtf/tmimt X/uwm (Siytmyt- MSam is our mMU Urn •**•»

Tareyton

•OfMnil M mra c«t

See the new Corvette, Chevrolet cars and Chevy Corvair. at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's
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ESC Meets Marshall In Shrine Bowl Saturday

Merehead Embarrasses
Eastern In "Hawg Rifle" Game
- VsWSB trissrir.'ss^rss as

Eastern Kentucky's Maroons, ing of junior Tony Lanham. Lay- times on the gridiron, with Eastern
with prospects for a successful grid man, in 17 carries, gained 67 yards, holding a 4-2 edge In games won.
season within grasp several times and Lanham connected on » of 16 The last meeting was back in 1962
this year, lost all chances of fin- aerials for 124 yards and a touch- with the Maroons taking a 26-19
decision at Huntlngton.
Western in the O. V. C. Morehead. scoring tu-.ce in the final quarter,
ishing above the .500 mark last down.
Saturday when they dropped their
Goodhew Shines
took home the revered "Old Hawg Rifle
Present plans call for the Marthe
Eastern
37
and
refirst
football
loss
to
Morehead
in
Defensively, guards Ken Good- roons' departure from Richmond
The Maroons led 9-7 after three paw on
turned
it
15
yards
to
the
Moreeleven
years
by
a
20-9
margin.
hew,
a
sophomore
from
Covlngton,
Friday morning. The SO-piece
quarters, but the Morehead of- head l& Fiom there Layman put
fensive thrust was turned on full
The Morehead win, besides giv- and Don Adkisson, senior from marching band, "The Marching
speed In the last fifteen minutes. on a one-man show in a nine-play
ing the Eagles the "Hawg Rifle," Harlan. were standouts, as they Maroons," will leave early SaturThe first half was a lockluster series which gave the Maroons a
put the clincher on a losing cam- again lived up to earlier billing day morning for Ashland, where
paign for the Maroons and gave as "the best little guards In the they will take part in a 10 a.m.
affair with each team racking up first down on the Eagle 3. During
:liis
drive.
Layman
carried
six
a touchdown due to faulty pas.-)
the Eagles a winning 5-4 season conference." Both are 190, and both parade and in the halftime ceretimes
for
38
yards.
mark. It was their first win over are top all-conference candidates. monies.
defense. After Morehead drove to
The
Morehead
defense
tightenthe Eastern 5 early in the first
Eastern since 1949 when they nipThe Maroons will try to salvage
Cumulative statistics after nine
quarter. Kenny Goodhew recover- td. 4aowever. and the Maroons
ped the Maroons 27-26.
some of their lost prestige Satur- contests show Layman continuing
ed a Howard Murphy fumble if. were slopped inches short of the
A poor six yard punt, a fumble, day afternoon when they tackle a to lead in rushing with 491 net
•the end zone. This stalled the goal line. Layman had three
and a fourth down gamble that strong Marshall College eleven In yards gained on 87 carries for a
drive for the moment but the c..T"ks at the. Morehead line and
failed set up all of Morehead's the first annual Shrine Bowl at 5.6 average. Jimmy Chittum, frosli
Jerry Lansdale tried once, but it
'Eagles bounced right back
from Lexington, Va., follows with
scores as the Maroons lost their Ashland.
was
like
running
head-on
into
n
• After a poor punt gave them
fifth game of the year. They stand
Marshall, in their second year of 306 yards on 55 carries, also with
brick
wall.
the ball on the Maroon 35. quartat 3-5-1 with one game remaining. "big time" football, are not too a 5.6 average per carry. FreshThe Morehead eleven took over,
erback Henry Schutte found Paul
"We simply didn't want to win boastful of their won-lost record, man fullback, Jerry Lansdale, of
West all by himself in the end failed to gain, and were forced to
as badly as Morehead did," was either. However, Included among Mt Sterling, is third with 177 yards
eonc. The scorinp play covered 28 punt Again a poor punt was
the comment of Coach Glenn Pres- the Herd's conquerers are such on 57 carries and a 3.1 average.
took
yards. Jim Hastings added the nell after the game. "They were mighty opponents as Kentucky, As a team, the Maroons have averoven on the Morehead 22. Elvin
•extra point.
a fired-up team that came to beat Bowling Green of Ohio, Louisville, aged 3.5 yards per carry.
In the second quarter, (..illy P.ringegar was spilled for a 12
up...and beat us they did," he and Ohio University. Eastern
Lanham leads In passing with 37
.Layman intercepted a Schutte yard lo.-s. and Tony Lanham fired
scouts have been greatly impressed completions in 86 attempts for a
continued.
two incomplete passes before he
The only bright spots in the Ma- by the West Virginians and on completion percentage of .430. He
connected with Jim Chittum on i
roons' earlier-regarded explosive several opportunities they have has passed for 489 yards and five
fourth i:nd 22 pass. Chittum outtouchdowns. Chittum is tops in
distanced the Morehead second- "SHADES OF CLEVELAND'S MITCHELL—Howard Murphy, .with bell, is pictured on one of his beauti- offense was the running of senior scouted the' Big Green.
Six Meetings
pass receiving with 10 receptions
ary and went into the end zone ful runs during the Eaatern-Morehead clash last Saturday. The lightening-fast Eagle halfback gained Gilly Layman, the OVC's second
The two teams have met six for 126 yards and two touchdowns.
-standing up with 1:24 left in thj 124 yards during the game. Gtlly Layman( *1), is set to make the tackle, while Carl Howard (20), leading ball carrier, and the passfirst half.
trails
Murphy.
The
Maroons
lost
21-9.
Hatficld's Kick was no good and
• John Thomas and David White
Jed Eastern to a 25-31 victory the score at hi-'ftime was Morehead
7. r.i .-i n C
•over the University of Tennessee
In the thud quarter, Hatfield
Varsity at Knoxville. Tennessee
•last Thursday. Thomas Ian the 4.2 gave the Marjor-- a temporary
.'mile course in 22:15 while White lead by booting a 32 yard field
by LARRY KNARR
finished the distance in 22:26. goal. Morehead's Hastings also
3ruce Perazzelli finished third for tried a fielder with two seconds
one game left to add to his total. Hope we don't
DEPARTING
SENIORS
.
.
.
Four
Eastern
to
go
in
the
quarter,
but
the
kicnt
-the Vols.
have to punt too much, just the same.
; Jim Harville. Tom Roberts, and was short and wide to the right seniors will play their final football game for the
NEW BRA OF KENTUCKY SUPREMACY . .
■Gary Arnett finished sixth, Eastern led 9-7 at the three- maroon and white Saturday afternoon against the
Thundering Herd of Marshall College. Halfback
The surprise 1980 showings of Murray and More.'seventh and eighth respectively quarters mark.
head seem to Indicate that the lengthy era of TenThe fou, th quarter was all Gilly Layman, guard Don "Scaldy" Adkisson, and
.'for the Harriers of Coach Ronald
nessee supremacy In the O. V. C. football picture
Morehead. With 14:15 remaining tackles Cecil O'Dell and Frank Tomaro will be per■Crosble.
forming
in
their
last
college
grid
tilt.
Halfback
might be at an end. Murray and Morehead each
." The Maroons are gradually im- End Tony Cast fell on an Eastern
Defeated traditional Kentucky contenders Eastern
proving in the hill-and-dale sport fumble i.t the Maroons' 37 and Shannon Johnson and fullback Sammy Incavido.
and Western this year to prove that their doormat
las they tied Cumberland in a seven plays latei Buford Crager also seniors, have been sidelined by injuries. Make
days are past. The league should be much Improved
■previous outing. The Maroons are plunged over from the four Hast- the last one a good one, boys!
next season due to the return of many outstanding
MURPHY BREAKS COLOR LINE . . . MoreJon the short end of a 3-4-1 record ings converted lor a 14-9 Moraperformers around the league. Take our own backhead's big star Saturday was freshman halfback
•but stand an excellent chance of head )ead.
field,
for Instance! We'll have Tony Lanham, Jim
A'ter '.he Mat cons barely miss- Howard Murphy. Murphy is the first Negro ever
^finishing the season sporting a 5Conley,
and Tony Harris to choose from in the
•4-1 season record against com- el a first dont) on the Morehead to perform in the O. V. C. He performed brilliantly
quarterback position. We'll have three outstanding
42. the Eagles took«over anri against the Maroons and almost beat us singlepetition that is conadered tops.
fullback prospects in Jerry Lansdale, Rodger
• AH the home events for the mounted ai.other scoring drive. It handedly. Murphy, who hails from Springfield,
Manclnt, and Bill Elkins. At halfbacks will be
jEawtcrnitos are held at Blue Grass took six plavs for them to score. Ohio, was the game's leading ground-gainer, pickElvin Brinegar, Richie Emmons, Jim Chittum, and
lOrdnance. The Maroons will close Murphy dashing the final 30 ing up 123 yards in 15 carries.
Carl Howard. We hate to say "Walt til next year,"
EASTERN, WESTERN GET BOWL BIDS . . .
'the season this Wednesday a* yards. Hastings again converted
but what else can we say?
An interesting bit of byplay in the grandstand dur.they entertain the University of ar.d Morehead led 21-9.
The Maroons, on the golden ing the Kastern-Morehead game Saturday resulted
•Tennessee on the local field.
CHALK UP ANOTHER GOOD ... In the last
in
dubious
bowl
bids
for
the
two
competing
elevens.
arm of Tony Lanham, were game
issue of the Progress, I mistakenly asserted that
to the finish but their final drive A group of Morehead rooters paraded in front of
the Bowling Green Falcons were ranked the number
was stopped when Schutte inter- the Eastern cheering section carrying a banner
one small college football team in the nation. AcO. V. a STANDINGS
reading,
"We
Invite
Eastern
to
a
Bowl
Bid."
The
cepted
on
the
Morehead
11.
This
tually, the Falcons were number two. The top team
Team
Conf. Season
was the final play of the game. In joke involved was that one of the Morehead supwas the Bobcats of Ohio University. Incidentally,
Tenn. Tech
5 0 0 7 2 0
Ohio U. beat Bowling Green 14-7 last Saturday to
Mid. Tenn
4 10 5 4 0 the desperation drive. Lanham porters was lugging a genuine toilet bowl for all
live up to their high ranking.
Murray
4 2 0 4 5 0 completed six of eight aerials for the crowd to see. Stirred to action by this undignified display, a courageous Eastern senior,
Morehead
2 4 0 5 4 0 75 yards.
PASS THE ARSENIC . . . Coach Press Mull of
Murphy
led
Morehead
with
lKi
whose
name
it
is
not
necessary
to
mention,
secured
East Tenn
13 2 3 4 2
Catawba had good reason to commit suicide several
yards
in
15
carries
while
Crager
the
banner
and
returned
triumphantly
to
the
EastEastern
14 1 3 5 1
week-end ago. Leading Elon 12-7 with only five LAYMAN SCORES—OR DOES HE—According to referee, A. L. Perry, this plunge by Gilly Layman
Western
14 1 2 6 1 garnered 54 yards in 13 attempts. ern section. A# answer was scribbled on the opseconds to go, Catawba attempte a field goal inside was inches short of a touchdown. Top white arrow shows position of the Ball and bottom arrow shows
For the Maroons. Layman picked posite side of the banner, exclaiming simply: "We
Elon's 10. The kick was to one side, and George goal line. The action occurred midway in the. second period with the Maroons trailing by 7-0. Other
up 67 yards In 17 tries and Lans- Invite You, Too!" The banner was then paraded
LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
Wooten bf Elon snatched the free ball and scampered players are Easterns Rick Gillis (77), and Vemon O'Dell (74). Morehead players are Henry Shutte (10),
dale racked up 22 yards in 8 car- in front of the Morehead cheering section. This
Morehead 21. Eastern 9
>
108 yards for a touchdown. Of course, Catawba and Bud Ogden (35).
retaliatory gesture flushed any further attempt at
Murray 26, Western 7
lost the game 13-12. What a way to go!
humor
on
the
part
of
the
visiting
aggregation.
Mid, Tenn. 14, E. Tenn. 6
SAFETY FIRST . . . Texas beat T. C. U. 3-2
Chicago Cub .shortstop Ernie
MAYBE HE'LL GROW , . . forehead's freshTenn. Tech 17, Ark. St. 6
Saturday afternoon.' Kind of takes all the air out
Banks has hit 40 or more home man end, Roy Lucas, is the brother of Jerry Lucas,
of the "safety first" theory, doesn't it?
runs five times to tie a National Ohio State's great Ail-American basketball player.
THIS WEEK'S GAMES
COLTS STAMPEDING . . . The Baltimore Colts
Roy is only 6' 3" while brother Jerry is a towering
Southeast Missouri at Murray League record.
started out the N. F. L. season resembling' anyMilwaukee third baseman Eddie 6' 8". If Roy was as tall as Jerry, he could have
Middle Tenn. at Tenn. Tech
thing
like a house afire. In fact, the Green Bay
CLEANING AND PRESSING AT ITS FINEST!
Mathews is the first National easily scored a touchdown in Saturday's Eastern(Thanksgiving)
Packers and the Chicago Bears were showing the
League
player
in
history
to
hit
30
Morehead
battle.
Late
In
the
first
quarter,
quarterEastern vs. Marshall at AshColts their heels through the first six weeks of the
Altering
Suede Cleaning
Pants Pegging
O'- more home runs in eight back Henry Schuttle found Lucas out In the open
land
Featuring
season. Finally class began to tell as the Colts
straight season.
Repairing
Waterproofing
Sizing
behind all the Maroon defenders. He fired a pass,
smacked down the upstarl Packers 38-24. Then
MARTINI2ING, The
but it was just over 6' 3" Roy's head. That's the
Sunday the.Bears were leading the Colts 20-17 with
We
have
no
agent
working.
Instead
way It crumbles, Roy!
MOST in Dry Cleaning!
17 seconds to go. Quarterback Johnny Unitas.
we give all students a special discount.
BLACKIE SETS NEW MARK . . . Eastern
LET US TAKE CARE OF YOUR BANKING NEEDS! punter
faced with a fourth down and twenty situation,
Gene Blackwelder, 188 pound soph, from
dropped back to pass from around his own 40 and
3rd
&
Main
Street
Gainesville, Florida, set a new Eastern record in
calmly hit Lenny Moore with his third touchdown
the Morehead clash. Blackie's six punts gave him
pass of the game. For my money, it's the Colts
a season total of 41, three more than Dave Bishop,
again in the Western Division.
who set the school record in 1958. Blackwelder has

Eastern Harriers
Defeat Tenn.

MAROON ROUND-UP

ONE HOUR
CLEANERS

DIXIE DRY CLEANERS

Ph one

STATE BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY
OF RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

RAY'S BARBER SHOP

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

WE HAVE FOUR DEPENDABLE BARBERS
TO SERVE YOU AT ALL TIMES.
Main Street

Free Delivery

FOR
CURB SERVICE
DINING ROOM SERVICE.
TELEPHONE DELIVERY SERVICE

WEST MAIN AT CITY LIMITS

PHONE:

661 — 661 — 661

Up front is 1 FILTER-BLEND 1 and only Winston has it!
Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially
processed for full flavor in filter smoking.

R. J. ItomMi Mm CMmnir. Wlniun-sdaB. N. C.

WlNSTON TASTES GOOD ffkc a

te shout 1

